Assignment 8

The due date for submitting this assignment has passed.
As per our records you have not submitted this assignment.
Due on 2019-09-25, 23:59 IST.

Choose correct statement is

1) The wave length controlled by short term autoleveler is
   - 0.25 m - 2.5 m
   - 3.0 m - 5 m
   - 6.0 m - 50 m
   - 0.1 m - 0.2 m
   
   No, the answer is incorrect.
   Score: 0
   Accepted Answers:
   - 0.25 m - 2.5 m

2) For short term autoleveler, the location of control point is
   - draw box in front of calendar roller
   - on top of cylinder
   - feed roller
   - on doffer
   
   No, the answer is incorrect.
   Score: 0
   Accepted Answers:
   - draw box in front of calendar roller

3) Silers from card with short term autoleveler are very regular for
   - short & long term variations
   - short term variation only
   - short & medium term variation
   - short medium and long term variations
   
   No, the answer is incorrect.
   Score: 0
   Accepted Answers:
   - short medium and long term variations

4) Autoleveler performance is affected by
   - dust deposition
   - moisture
   - spin finish
   - blend level variation
   
   No, the answer is incorrect.
   Score: 0
   Accepted Answers:
   - dust deposition
   - moisture
   - blend level variation

5) The spoodgram alarm in card sliver could be due to
   - damaged flat wire
   - gear driving feed roller
   - damaged card wire
   - eccentric doffer
   
   No, the answer is incorrect.
   Score: 0
   Accepted Answers:
   - gear driving feed roller